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INTRODUCTION
We pray that God’s glory will be revealed through the missional work we do. This material is to assist Fresh
Africa in our training mandate and strategy to fulfil our mission of “serving the Church in developing missionshaped communities” and our vision of seeing “diverse Christ-following congregations rediscovering God's
mission and developing mission-shaped communities that transform their world”.
Our Values include “empowering the church and congregational leaders with Scripture based and Holy Spirit
inspired material.”
As a part of our strategy, we offer training and do this in-person and online, as well as through video tutorials.
We have discovered that most African denominations made significant decisions about being missional
churches but lack the capacity to train communities for real transformation.
The facilitation resource: We are grateful to Leigh Harrison of Belvue Consulting for training us and allowing us
to use her materials (leigh@belvue.co.za and Mobile +27 72 380 0621) on the understanding that this material
be used by and for Fresh Africa exclusively and not used wider than that without her permission.
May this be a blessing to you and to those who benefit from this material.
Many blessings,
Christopher Harrison (Rev)
FA: Mission Coordinator
Chris@freshafrica.org.za
For further information contact us at: Admin@freshafrica.org.za

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Participants will understand:
•
•
•

the nature, power and use of facilitation for life-change
how to facilitate a set of learning experience using a variety of tools
the importance of empowering people for sustained community transformation.

Participants will be encouraged to apply these insights to:
• offer dynamic learning experiences generally
• offer helpful missional learning experiences for Fresh Africa
• create a culture of learning and growing within communities.
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Outline and timing
This is designed for a 60-minute session, but if you have longer, allow more time for activities discussion.

The Art of Facilitation

60 min

Introduction:
Connecting with the group
Part one: What is Facilitation?
Training and Presenting
Principles of Adult Learning
How change happens
Using various styles of learning during facilitation
Part two: Learning tools of facilitation
Questioning
Listening
Summarising
Storytelling
Discussions
Exercises
Part three: Learning from feedback
Conclusion

5 min
5 min
25 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
10 min
20 min
3 min
3 min
4 min
4 min
4 min
4 min
6 min
4 min


+

+ 
+ 
+






Session checklist if training facilitators
Equipment: Data-projector and screen, Flipchart
Member’s Handouts: Printed and available, blank A4 and A3 paper, Post-its, etc.
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Important notes for facilitators
This session offers information on facilitation as well as reflection on the application of
this material to bring out the best on the learners.
The Art of Fa ilita on
A resour e provided by elvue onsul ng for use by Fresh Afri a

SETTING THE SCENE FOR FACILITATION
Welcome and introductions:
The introduction of yourself will model for the participants on how to do this and set
the tone.
The principle here is that no one is truly present until they have spoken. When people speak and hear their
own voice in that context, and feel that they are acknowledged, that their voice is heard, then they will have
courage to risk more engagement and greater participation.

CONNECTING WITH THE GROUP
What do you want to convey at the beginning of your session?
The way that you introduce yourself will do three things:

ee ng the
Group
e a ou onne t
u ds trust
u ds ra ort
Mode s ea t re a ons

s

Build trust: When the participants know enough relevant things about you, including
humility and authenticity, as well as a confidence in the level of your skills, they will trust you and the process.
Build rapport: When and find real connections is in your common stories they will feel comfortable to risk
growth.
Model: It will model for all by setting the tone of the event for this event now and the way to start any
facilitation process.
Essentially, you create the most suitable environment for learning, where there are basic levels of trust, and
people like each other.

About yourself?
•
•
•
•

What relevant aspects of yourself would help the group to engage with you?
What would help the group to build rapport with you?
What personal insights would build credibility and trust?
What connections are there between them and you that make the group feel safe?

About the delegates?
What do you want the delegates to know about each other?
E.g.: First names and surnames, what the name means, and what kind of heating system was used in their
homes growing up.
These will assist in your knowing something about them with insight into their contexts.
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Outcomes and how to embed them.
The clarity of the outcomes will maximise the effectiveness of the event and minimise
unrealistic and unmet expectations.
Ask them to write down and then call out their expectations of this module.

at s a ta on
mbedd n t e out omes
n n a ta on t r n es
o adu t earn n
Ho
an e a ens
a ta n a ord n to d erent
earn n st es
earn n too s o a ta on su as
ues on n
sten n
ummar s n
tor te n
s uss ons
er ses
earn n rom eedba

Then receive feedback and write then up. Tick off the ones that are to be covered, namely:
•
•
•

the nature, power and use of facilitation for life-change.
how to facilitate a set of learning experience using a variety of tools.
the importance of empowering people for sustained community transformation.

What is your Why?
Knowing why you are doing this training or facilitation helps to be clear on your role in the process as well. Is it
to train other facilitators, or to learn how to facilitate a session yourself?
E.g. You are present to equip them to facilitate their courses used by Fresh Africa.
What is the group’s Why?
Knowing why there is group with you in this training is important as well. If they are to assist you in being a
better facilitator, or to be trained as a facilitator, for what ends, and with what materials, and what contexts?
What is the programme’s ‘Why?’
All the materials for FA are to equip people for God’s mission in their ontexts.
What is the session’s ‘Why?’
There are given aims for each session which you will need to note and articulate.
In this training we look at:
• What is facilitation?
• Embedding the outcomes
• Aligning facilitation with principles of adult learning
• How change happens
• Facilitating according to different learning styles
• Learning tools of facilitation such as:
- Questioning
- Listening
- Summarising
- Storytelling
- Discussions
- Exercises
• Learning from feedback
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THE NATURE OF FACILITATION
What is facilitation?
Take a moment and write out what you think facilitation is.
(If training facilitators, ask the question of the group in plenary and allow time for
their feedback. Use a flip chart to write up the answers from the participants,
then sum up.)

at s
ta on

a

What do you see in this picture?
What does
this pi ture
tell you?

Wat we may possibly see is:
•

Learning is best done in groups as we engage with each other.

•

Each has something to offer that is unique and s valued.

•

We may not immediately see how things fit together, but we discover that along the journey.

Summary of facilitation:
•

“It is the process of making something possible or easier” ( ambridge Di tionary)

•

It is the act of helping other people to deal with a process or reach an agreement or solution without
getting directly involved in the process, discussion, etc. yourself:

•

Facilitation is the act of engaging participants in creating, discovering, and applying learning insights.

The difference between preaching, teaching and facilitation
The distinctions between preaching teaching and faciliation are vitally important here,
as much the training and experience in church communities has been through
preaching and teaching.

rea

n

ea

n

a

ta on

Making the point if this distincion is important as we ask oursleves, and others. This
exercise assist in making us aware that we are creating a learber centred environment.
•

•

•

Preaching is about:
o

Announcing something.

o

Intended to change or impact a life because of a particular lesson or
situation

Teaching is about:
o

Imparting knowledge on a particular subject

o

Intended to be theory based and informational

Facilitation is about:
o

Imparting knowledge on a particular subject

o

Intended to be theory based and informational

There may be other ideas to add as we discover more on facilitation.
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The nature of facilitation
What are the core characteristics of facilitation? Think about this and see what you believe is the answer.
Here are Some ideas:
• Optimising thinking power represented by the group
• Host a growth orientated community of unique individuals for common
benefit.
• Guide a journey of shared discovery
• A collaborate learning experience
• An invitation to contribute in joint learning

at are t e ore ara ter s s o a ta on
ome deas
m s n t n n o er re resented b
t e rou
Host a ro t or entated ommun t o
un ue nd dua s or ommon bene t
u de a ourne o s ared d s o er
o aborate earn n e er en e
n n ta on to ontr bute n o nt earn n

a

e nature
o
ta on

Trainers as both presenters and facilitators
Within our learning communities and environments we seek to have aspects of bosth presentation and
facilitation, but with the bias towards a learning centred approach. We we ask that the presentation aspects,
where we introduce new materials and concepts for no more than 50% of the time. The majorty of the time is
spent in the learners doing the discoverign for themsleves.
Draw two columns and label them Presentation and Facilitation. Write down in each what you believe is
presentation and facilitation in the two columns.
(If training facilitators ask the participants to write out their understanding of the difference between
Presentation and facilitation. They can write two columns with these headings and put their words into the
relevant columns. You can do the same on the flip chart. They can then call them out and you write them onto
the flipchart.
Presenters:
ra ners as
• Deliver information for group discussions
bot resenters
and a tators
• Share their knowledge
• Are subject matter experts
• Focus is on individual learning
• Mostly a one way communication
Facilitators:
• Assist with group discussions
• Allow group members to mutually share knowledge
• May not be subject matter experts themselves, but support a group of participants who are
• Focus on group objectives
e er n orma on or
rou d s uss ons
are t e r no ed e
re sub e t ma er e erts
o us s on nd dua
earn n
Most a one a
ommun a on

ss st t rou
d s uss ons
o rou members to
mutua s are no ed e
Ma not be sub e t ma er
e erts t emse es but
su ort a rou o
ar
ants o are
o us on rou ob e es

Here is more helpful information on these definitions and distinctions: Seehttps://www.td.org/talent-

development-glossary-terms/what-is-facilitation
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•

Presentation

The presenter delivers information, usually in a
lecture format.

•

Facilitation

The facilitator enhances learning for everyone,
usually through asking questions for discussion, or
through various activities (e.g. role plays).

The presenter is the expert sharing their knowledge The facilitator provides opportunities for members of
of the subject matter.
the group to share knowledge and learn from one
another.

The presenter spends most of the time talking.

The facilitator spends most of the time encouraging
others to speak by asking questions, and answering
learners’ questions during a tivities

The presenter is usually at the front of the room.

The facilitator is usually moving around the
lassroom to help address learners’ questions or
monitor how activities are progressing

It is said that presentation is typi ally hara terized by a “sage on the stage” delivering ontent to an audien e,
whereas fa ilitation usually involves a “guide on the side” who asks questions, moderates dis ussions,
introduces activities, and helps participants learn.

What is the purpose of facilitation?
Take another moment to write out what you believe is the purpose of facilitation.
(If training facilitators, use a flip chart to write up the answers from the participants
and then sum up.)
Ultimately, it is about these:
• Changed behaviour.
• Life transformation.
• Church transformation.
• Community transformation.
Ultimately, the benefits of both a presentation and facilitation include:
•
•
•

drawing out the best from of people
Meetings become more collaborative, efficient, and enjoyable.
Better ideas come, with more ease, making the most use of the time.
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ADULT LEARNING
ALIGNING FACILITATION WITH THE PRINCIPLES OF ADULT LEARNING
THE Fundamental Principles Of Adult Learning That Every Course Creator & Training
Professional Should Know – by Sarah Cordiner
As professionals in the training and education space, it is essential that we
understand the unique learning requirements of our adult learners to ensure that
our training interventions are effective.

Aligning fa ilita on with the
Prin iples of Adult Learning

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Self Dire ng
Learn by doing
Relevan e
Experien e
ul sensory
Pra e
Personal development
Involvement

The process of engaging adult learners in a learning experience is known as
Andragogy.
The term was originally used by Alexander Kapp (a German educator) in 1833, but was later developed into an
adult education by the American educator, Malcolm Knowles who arguably stands as one of the most
influential writers in this field.
Knowles distinguishes adult learning from the ‘pedagogi al’ approa h of hild learning in a number of
theoretical ways.
In the book ‘THE FUNDA ENTAL PRIN IPLES EHIND EFFE TIVE ADULT LEARNING PROGRA S’ we explore
how these theoretical concepts of adult learning apply to the way we design and develop our training
programs and facilitate the learning experience; but here I have briefly summarised them to help you embed
these principles into your courses and training.
It is believed that we take on the components of an adult learner between the ages of 23 to 15 years old.
Therefore, variations of these principles of adult learning have become prevalent talking points in the
development of training and curricula in recent years and are increasingly becoming more widely used in the
goals of schools, colleges, training organisations, universities and, slowly, businesses to enable students and
staff to become effective lifelong learners.
For adults to learn effectively, training needs to be designed in a way that meets the following core principles
of adult learning:
1. SELF-DIRECTING
The first difference Knowles proposes is that adults are autonomous and self-directing, meaning that they live
under a large degree of self-governance and to their own laws, beliefs, and values.
They need to know the benefits, values, and purposes of a learning program. They need to know why they are
learning what they are learning. If they cannot appreciate the purpose or value, they will be reluctant to
engage in the learning intervention.
2. LEARN BY DOING
Adults learn through direct experience; therefore, their training and learning interventions must include active
and practical participation and offer implementable techniques and methodologies that will immediately
improve their everyday lives.
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3. RELEVANCE
The content of a training program must be meaningful and relevant to the adult learners, their lives, and their
business. They have to very clearly see why and how this is important to them personally and how it applies to
their life.
The immediate use of the learning needs to be clearly understood by the learner. If they an’t see how they
personally can apply the learning to their own life and roles, it is suggested that motivation towards the
training intervention will be significantly reduced.
4. EXPERIENCE
Adult learners need to be able to draw upon their past experiences to aid their learning. Training needs to be
contextualised to use language that they are familiar with. We need to select case scenarios and examples that
they can relate to, as well as refer to their direct past life, work and social experiences to bring the meaning of
the learning into their world as they understand it.
5. ALL OF THE SENSES
Adult learners need multi-sensory learning and teaching methodologies. We must ensure that our learning
interventions have appropriately proportioned delivery techniques that meet the needs of audio, visual,
reading/writing, kinaesthetic, dependent, and independent learning preferences.
6. PRACTICE
Adult learners are often engaged in learning because a problem needs to be solved. Practicing skills in a
controlled environment allows them to grow self-efficacy in new tasks that prepare them to act autonomously
outside of the learning environment. The more an adult learner can practice new skills, competencies or the
application of knowledge, the more transformational impact the learning intervention will have.
7. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
The intrinsic, personal desires and ambitions of an adult learner need to be considered when planning and
delivering adult learning programs. As learners get older, their cause for participation in learning programs
often moves from external drivers (such as getting a promotion), to internal drivers, like simply learning out of
pure pleasure or interest in learning something new.
8. INVOLVEMENT
Effective adult learning programs have planned for learner feedback and consultation. Adults need to feel as
though they have a sense of responsibility, control and decision-making over their learning. They need to be
involved in the planning, evaluation and consultation of their own learning process to be fully on board with its
successful execution.
In terms of education, this requires the flexibility of the learning situation, the learning program and most
importantly, the educator to actively involve the participant in a way that allows them to have a degree of
control over what they do, or, in fact, how much they learn.
See: https://www.sarahcordiner.com/the-8-fundamental-principles-of-adu/
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Outcomes and questions
Keep the outcome in mind and the questions open for engagement. Check that people
are learning how the outcomes can be achieved in a more conducing learning
environment. The ‘why’ questions keep us on track with the process and outcome.

How change happens
Added to adult learning is the dynamics of real behavioural change. There needs to be a combination of the
mind with a vision, the heart with a passion, and a process as the path towards the desired change.
The video: It is strongly recommended that ‘The Rider, the Elephant and the Path’ be
shown here.
The picture explains how change takes place in an organisation. The man represents
the vision and clear direction; the elephant represents the emotional connection to
move the direction of the vision and incentive and motivation; and the path
represents the external things that get in the way of movement and demotivate.
Let these principles settle in through personal reflection, dialogue, and explanation.

LEARNING STYLES: AUDITORY, VISUAL AND KENETHETIC (VAK) STYLES
Watch the video which gives examples of the three styles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQYW6vYSGXs&t=21s

Three examples of
the learning styles
as illustrated from
old movies.

h ps

www.youtube. om wat h?v f

W v SG s

The VAK learning style uses the three main sensory receivers: Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic (movement) to
determine the dominant learning style. It is sometimes known as VAKT (Visual,
Auditory, Kinesthetic, & Tactile). It is based on modalities—channels by which human
expression can take place and is composed of a combination of perception and
memory.
VAK is derived from the accelerated learning world and seems to be about the most
popular model nowadays due to its simplicity. While the research has shown a
connection with modalities and learning styles (University of Pennsylvania, 2009), the
research has so far been unable to prove the using one's learning style provides the
best means for learning a task or subject. This is probably because it is more of
a preference, rather than a style.
Learners use all three modalities to receive and learn new information and experiences. However, according to
the VAK or modality theory, one or two of these receiving styles is normally dominant. This dominant style
defines the best way for a person to learn new information by filtering what is to be learned. This style may
not always to be the same for some tasks. The learner may prefer one style of learning for one task, and a
combination of others for a different task.
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Classically, our learning style is forced upon us through life like this: In grades kindergarten to third, new
information is presented to us kinesthetically; grades 4 to 8 are visually presented; while grades 9 to college
and on into the business environment, information is presented to us mostly through
auditory means, such as lectures.
earn n

ud tor

According to the VAK theorists, we need to present information using all three styles.
This allows all learners the opportunity to become involved, no matter what their
preferred style may be.

t es

er e

nest e

sua

ees t e tea er
at es a ons
n s n tures
earns rom sua
ds a s

erba essons
earns b d s uss on
stens to ot ers
nter rets mean n
b sten n
Ma read a oud

Hands on a roa
Has d u t s n
s
earns b
demonstra n
tas s
re ers rou or

While there is some evidence for modality specific strengths and weaknesses (Rourke, et al. 2002), what has
not been established is matching the instructional style to individual learning strength improves their learning
abilities. For example, one study (Constantinidou and Baker, 2002), found that visual presentation through the
use of pictures was advantageous for all adults, irrespective of a high or low learning-style preference for
visual images. Indeed, it was especially advantageous for those with a strong preference for verbal processing.
Doing the questionnaire: See the appendix or download it from:
https://moodle.org/pluginfile.php/2029988/mod_forum/attachment/1242690/Learning-Styles.pdf
Once the questionnaire is completed then the various styles will make more sense.

HINTS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE THREE ‘VAK’ STYLES
Auditory learners often talk to themselves. They also may move their lips and read out
loud. They may have difficulty with reading and writing tasks. They often do better
talking to a colleague or a tape recorder and hearing what was said. To integrate this
style into the learning environment:
o

o
o

o
o

H nts or earn n
ud tor

o n stud rou s
e te mater a out
oud
a t out
se tunes or r mes
se stor te n

t es

sua

se
ters
e ord e tures or
re eat sten n
a e notes
se ra
s
e uest r en
nstru ons

nest e

se t e ands on
roa
ee t n s mo n
and not s n s
emonstrate tas s
or n rou s

a

Begin new material with a brief explanation of what is coming. Conclude with a summary of what has
been overed. This is the old adage of “tell them what they are going to lean, tea h them, and tell
them what they have learned.”
Use the Socratic method of lecturing by questioning learners to draw as much information from them
as possible and then fill in the gaps with you own expertise.
Include auditory activities, such as brainstorming, buzz groups, or Jeopardy. Leave plenty of time to
debrief activities. This allows them to make connections of what they leaned and how it applies to
their situation.
Have the learners verbalize the questions.
Develop an internal dialogue between yourself and the learners.

Visual learners have two sub-channels—linguistic and spatial. Learners who are visual-linguistic like to learn
through written language, such as reading and writing tasks. They remember what has been written down,
even if they do not read it more than once. They like to write down directions and pay better attention to
lectures if they watch them. Learners who are visual-spatial usually have difficulty with the written language
and do better with charts, demonstrations, videos, and other visual materials. They easily visualize faces and
places by using their imagination and seldom get lost in new surroundings. To integrate this style into the
learning environment:
o
o

Use graphs, charts, illustrations, or other visual aids.
Include outlines, concept maps, agendas, handouts, etc. for reading and taking notes.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Include plenty of content in handouts to reread after the learning session.
Leave white space in handouts for notetaking.
Invite questions to help them stay alert in auditory environments.
Post flip charts to show what will come and what has been presented.
Emphasize key points to cue when to takes notes.
Eliminate potential distractions.
Supplement textual information with illustrations whenever possible.
Have them draw pictures in the margins.
Have the learners envision the topic or have them act out the subject matter.

Kinesthetic learners do best while touching and moving. It also has two sub-channels: kinesthetic (movement)
and tactile (touch). They tend to lose concentration if there is little or no external stimulation or movement.
When listening to lectures they may want to take notes for the sake of moving their hands. When reading,
they like to scan the material first, and then focus in on the details (get the big picture first). They typically use
color high lighters and take notes by drawing pictures, diagrams, or doodling. To integrate this style into the
learning environment:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Use activities that get the learners up and moving.
Play music, when appropriate, during activities.
Use coloured markers to emphasize key points on flip charts or white boards.
Give frequent stretch breaks (brain breaks).
Provide toys such as Koosh balls and Play-Dough to give them something to do with their hands.
To highlight a point, provide gum, candy, scents, etc. which provides a cross link of scent (aroma) to
the topic at hand (scent can be a powerful cue).
Provide high lighters, coloured pens and/or pencils.
Guide learners through a visualization of complex tasks.
Have them transfer information from the text to another medium such as a keyboard or a tablet.

This is from: http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/hrd/styles/vakt.html

Learning styles for facilitators
Knowing the above, take into consideration that all three styles of learning are needed in the learning process:
earn n

Auditory:
•
•
•
•

Include group discussions.
Give oral instructions.
Use videos that compliment content.
Allow for sections of silent reading.

Visual:
•
•
•

Add in visual cues.
Use various colours in presentations.
When assigning work give both written (Ppt) and verbal directions
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Kinesthetic:
•
•
•
•

Use a variety of instruction methods.
Create hands-on opportunities and fieldtrips.
Use small group discussions.
Take short breaks.

Summing up
We have seen that this approach has benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each person has a contribution to make.
People only own a course of action if they are involved in making it.
There is a spirit and creativity in a group experience.
Inclusivity.
Prompting insights through nuggets of input.
Reflective exercises.
Discussions.
Practical applications.

a
erson as a ontr bu on to ma e
eo e on o n a ourse o a on t e
are n o ed n ma n t
ere s a s r t and rea t n a rou
e er en e
n us t
rom n ns ts t rou nu ets o
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e e e e er ses
s uss ons
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a ons

umm n u
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Reflection: Take some time to reflect on the application of these insights.
•
•
•

at stood out or ou

What stood out for you?
What is your preferred style of learning?
Which styles will be present in your group?

at s our re erred
st e o earn n
st es
be
resent n our rou

Some tools of facilitation
This is adapted from: https://www.td.org/talent-development-glossary-terms/what-isfacilitation where there is more expensive information. The ones we address are in
black, others are in blue for your own reference.
Fa ilita on Tool ox

Facilitators need to have a toolbox of equipment and a set of skills.
Facilitators can come from any background and a variety of experience levels. The
best facilitators, however, demonstrate the following skills:
Note the quote: Stay curious, and hungry, and foolish’ – Acterss Susan Sarandon.’
Questioning: A facilitator should be skilled in asking questions that are open ended
and stimulate discussion.
Note the quote: Keep calm and ask questions.
Listening: A facilitator needs to listen actively and hear what every learner or team
member is saying.
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Good listening: Good listening comes down to doing three things:
•
•
•

Paying attention: Not talking when others are speaking.
Active listening: Letting others know you're listening through facial
expressions and verbal sounds (“ mm-hmm”)
Mirroring: Being able to repeat what others have said, practically word-for-word.

Using Post-its: A facilitator should encourage all learners or team members to actively
engage and contribute to meetings, depending on their individual comfort levels. This
includes creating a safe and comfortable atmosphere in which group members are
willing to share their feelings and opinions. Using post-its allow for time to think, write,
and share.

Post its
Why use
them?
How to use
them?

The benefits to Post-its’ are:
ene ts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Versa le
Par ipa on
In lusion
Group thinking
Pro essing

Versatile
Participation
Inclusion
Group thinking
Processing
Enables facilitated concise group thought processes.

Enables fa ilitated
on ise group
thought pro esses

Time to think: Allow time for people to think and process their own thoughts,
especially for the introverts. The reality is that most people need time to engage
and then disengage, to ‘zoom in; and then ‘zoom out’.
Story Telling: When stories are shared pepe engage. If you share a story, keep it
short, but have the people share stories from their own experience.
Group time: Plan to have people divided to pairs, threes, fours and even sixes, for
discussion times as appropriate to the questions. The material does indicate this at
places, but do not be restricted to only those places and use discussion times more
often as time allows. People love to talk, and it always seems too short.
It is important that the seating arrangement is set up in such a flexible way that people
can do this kind of group interaction. This may be around tables or in circles, from
where they can see you as the facilitator and the PowerPoints.

The se ng is
for learning
through
personal
involvement

Activities: Tables are important for any hands-on activity and writing. Any such
activity that requires materials needs to be planned for in advance. Think through
how this would work, the timing and the logistics around it.
-

Prayer and quiet engagement: At times, a created space and place
can be prepared for prayer and solitude, as appropriate to the topic.
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Body Sculptures: This is a very engaging activity, and you will be
surprised how many really enjoy doing this. Give them a task of
illustrating a point, like, “what is a disciple?” and depict this in a body
Sculpture. Have then do this is groups of 3 or 4 with time to plan it,
design it and then display it to the group. An explanation may be
added.
-

Making things and role-playing: Again, you will be surprised how
much fun this can be. Have them make things out pf play dough, from
spaghetti and sweets, etc. Role-playing in a short sketch or skit, like
charades, can be meaningful and helpful as well.

ody s ulptures to
represent ideas

rea ng things as learning

Problem solving. A facilitator should be skilled at applying group problem-solving techniques, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

defining the problem
determining the cause
considering a range of solutions
weighing the advantages and disadvantages of solutions
selecting the best solution
implementing the solution
evaluating the results.

Resolving conflict. A facilitator should recognize that conflict among group members is natural and, as long as
it’s expressed politely, does not need to be suppressed. onfli t should be expe ted and dealt with
constructively.
Accepting others. A facilitator should maintain an open mind and not criticize ideas and suggestions offered by
learners or group members.
Empathizing. A fa ilitator should be able to “walk a mile in another’s shoes” to understand the learners’ or
team members’ feelings.
Leading. A facilitator must be able to keep the training or meeting focused toward achieving the outcome
identified beforehand.
Feedback

Ask for feedback so you can learn to improve and do so without comment
back.
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Most important is that you receive feedback on what they will do because of the learning:
•
•
•
•
•

What will they start to do?
What will they do more of?
What will they change?
What will they do less of?
What will they stop doing?

As you bring the session to a close, this kind of feedback is
essential to lock in the learning and make it practical.
Practice
It is suggested that you take time now to practice these for yourselves in a small
group and a trusted environment. This is allow for making mistakes and improving
before you get to do this when actually facilitating.

Pra

e, pra

e, pra

e

but remember Done is
be er than perfe t

Photo by re

ordan on Unsplash

Conclusion
Thank you for working with this material and know we have prayed for you already while writing this.
If you need further assistance and support, so contact us at admin@freshafrica.org.za .
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APPENDIX:
LEARNING STYLE QUESTIONNAIRE
The modality (learning channel preference) questionnaire reproduced here is by O’ rien ( 9 ). To omplete, read ea h
sentence carefully and consider if it applies to you. On the line in front of each statement, indicate how often the
sentence applies to you, according to the chart below. Please respond to all questions.
1
2
3
Never applies to me.
Sometimes applies to me.
Often applies to me.

SECTION ONE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

_____I enjoy doodling and even my notes have lots of pictures and arrows in them.
_____I remember something better if I write it down.
_____I get lost or am late if someone tells me how to get to a new pla e, and I don’t write down the dire tions.
_____When trying to remember someone’s telephone number, or something new like that, it helps me to get a
picture of it in my mind.
5. _____If I am taking a test, I an “see” the textbook page and where the answer is lo ated.
6. _____It helps me to look at the person while listening; it keeps me focused.
7. _____Using flashcards helps me to retain material for tests.
8. _____It’s hard for me to understand what a person is saying when there are people talking or music playing.
9. _____It’s hard for me to understand a joke when someone tells me.
10. _____It is better for me to get work done in a quiet place.

Total______
SECTION TWO:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

_____ y written work doesn’t look neat to me. y papers have rossed-out words and erasures.
_____ It helps to use my finger as a pointer when reading to keep my place.
_____ Papers with very small print, blotchy dittos or poor copies are tough on me.
_____ I understand how to do something if someone tells me, rather than having to read the same thing myself.
_____ I remember things that I hear, rather than things that I see or read.
_____ Writing is tiring. I press down too hard with my pen or pencil.
_____ My eyes get tired fast, even though the eye doctor says that my eyes are ok.
_____ When I read, I mix up words that look alike, su h as “them” and “then,” “bad” and “dad.”
_____ It’s hard for me to read other people’s handwriting.
_____ If I had the choice to learn new information through a lecture or textbook, I would choose to hear it rather
than read it.

Total______
SECTION THREE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

_____ I don’t like to read dire tions; I’d rather just start doing.
_____ I learn best when I am shown how to do something, and I have the opportunity to do it.
_____ Studying at a desk is not for me.
_____ I tend to solve problems through a more trial-and-error approach, rather than from a step-by-step
method.
5. _____ Before I follow directions, it helps me to see someone else do it first.
6. _____ I find myself needing frequent breaks while studying.
7. _____ I am not skilled in giving verbal explanations or directions.
8. _____ I do not become easily lost, even in strange surroundings.
9. _____ I think better when I have the freedom to move around.
10. _____ When I an’t think of a spe ifi word, I’ll use my hands a lot and all something a “what-cha-ma-call-it” or
a “thing-a-ma-jig.”

Total______
SCORING: Now, add up the scores for each of the three sections and record below. The maximum score in any section is
30 and the minimum score is 10. Note the preference next to each section.
Section One score: _____ (Visual) Section Two score: ______ (Auditory) Section Three score: ______ (Kinesthetic)
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